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The NEW K–8 Writing Program
from Ruth Culham!
The writing revolution is here.
Inspired by 25 years of research and best practices of thousands of teachers,
Traits Writing is a revolutionary new writing program from Ruth Culham
that helps every student become a capable, confident writer.
Built on the cornerstones of writing practices: writing process, writing
workshop, and writing traits, Traits Writing with NEW grade-specific
resources, can be put to work every day, week, and month of the school year.
Containing carefully timed assessments based on reliable, easy-to-follow
scoring guides, Traits Writing shows you how to inform and target writing
instruction to meet each student’s needs.
Finally, get clear direction on whole-class, small-group, and one-on-one
writing instruction—and all the tools to carry them out with Traits Writing.

Ruth Culham
is President of The Culham
Writing Company and the
recognized expert in the Traits
of Writing. She is the author of
multiple Traits of Writing books
and professional resources.

CONVENTIONS

PRESENTATION

IDEAS

In two simple words, here is why you are going to like the
Traits Writing program: It works.

It works because it’s easy to implement and reflects the combined

wisdom of hundreds of thousands of teachers.

It works because it’s research-based. All of the materials are

ORGANIZATION

inspired and based on twenty-five years of studies.

It works because it advocates using classroom assessment to drive
critical decisions about what, when, who and how to teach.

VOICE

It works because it supports teachers in improving student

writing by leaps and bounds, day after day.
WORD CHOICE

NCE FLUENCY
SENTE

What are The Traits of Writing?
CONVENTIONS

PRESENTATION

IDEAS

The Trait Model is a well established and accurate assessment tool. It is also a simple,
logical, and, most important, effective tool for planning and carrying out writing
instruction. Let’s take a closer look at each trait.

Ideas: the writing piece’s content—its central message and details that support that
message.
Organization: the internal structure of the writing piece—the thread of logic, the
pattern of meaning.

Voice: the tone and tenor of the piece—the personal stamp of the writer, which is
achieved through a strong understanding of purpose and audience.

ORGANIZATION

Word Choice: the vocabulary the writer uses to convey meaning and enlighten the
reader.

Sentence Fluency: the way words and phrases flow through the piece. We call
sentence fluency the auditory trait because it’s “read” with the ear as much as the eye.
VOICE

(spelling, capitalization, punctuation, and basic grammar) guides the reader through
the text easily.
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A Yearlong Plan Based on a Spiraled Sequence of the Traits
CONVENTIONS

A Spiraled Sequence of the Traits

PRESENTATION

The program is structured to cover the “revision traits” (Ideas, Organization,
Voice, Word Choice, and Sentence Fluency) systematically and intermittently
throughout the year, “spiraling” the traits and their key qualities. The “editing
traits” (Conventions and Presentation) are taught on an ongoing basis, ensuring
students receive comprehensive, well-rounded instruction in writing.
The program is made up of nine multi-week units:

•

1

•

Getting Started unit

7

Spiraled core units

•

1

IDEAS

ORGANIZATION

Wrapping Up the Year unit

Core Units
Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

1

1

2

2

Finding
a Topic

Getting Started
• Overview of
writing process
• Learning
classroom routines
• First benchmark
paper

Applying
Strong
Verbs

1

1

Creating
the Lead

3

2

3 weeks

3 weeks

3 weeks

3

4

Using
Details

3

4

Using Specific and
Accurate Words

Breaking the
“Rules” to
Create Fluency

4

All Traits:

Capturing
Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow

Taking Risks
to Create
Voice

Putting the
Traits Together

3 weeks

3 weeks

3 weeks

CONVENTIONS

ORGANIZATION

VOICE

3

Focusing
the Topic

Using Sequence
Words and
Transition Words

Establishing
a Tone

Conveying
the Purpose

Word Choice
1

Applying
Strong
Verbs

2

Selecting
Striking Words
and Phrases

Sentence Fluency
1
2

Crafting
Well-Built
Sentences

Varying
Sentence
Types

Conventions
1

Checking
Spelling

Wrapping Up
the Year

2

Punctuating
Effectively

3

Structuring
the Body

3

Creating a
Connection to
the Audience

3

Using Specific
and Accurate
Words

3

Capturing
Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow

3

Capitalizing
Correctly

WORD CHOICE

4

Ending
With a Sense of
Resolution

2

Unit 9

4

Choosing Words
That Deepen
Meaning

Voice
1

IDEAS

3 weeks

Creating a
Connection to
the Audience
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3

Structuring
the Body

Unit 8

2

WORD CHOICE

Creating
the Lead

PRESENTATION

Selecting
Striking Words
and Phrases

Unit 7

2

Developing
the Topic

Organization
1

Focusing
the Topic

Developing
the Topic

Unit 6

Ideas
1

4

Using
Details

VOICE

2

Conveying
the Purpose

Establishing
a Tone
5 weeks

4

Varying
Sentence
Types

2

Crafting
Well-Built
Sentences

1

3

Using Sequence
Words and
Transition Words

Each trait is broken down into four key qualities—or core characteristics—that precise target
instruction. Key qualities not only help to define the traits in detail and offer concrete concepts
to teach, they are also the structural system of the program.

Finding
a Topic

A five-day Reality Check Week appears between core units, allowing time to wrap up
the current unit and prepare for the next.

Unit 1

The Key Qualities of the Traits

NCE FLUENCY
SENTE

Presentation
1

Applying
Handwriting
Skills

2

Using Word
Processing
Effectively

3

Making
Good Use of
White Space

4

Ending
With a Sense
of Resolution

4

Taking Risks
to Create
Voice

4

Choosing Words
That Deepen
Meaning

4

Breaking the
“Rules” to
Create Fluency

4

Applying
Grammar
and Usage

4

Refining
Text
Features

PRESENTATION
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4 weeks
IDEAS
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Sentence Fluency

Day

A Weeklong Plan Based on Best Practices

Key Quality: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow
Focus Mode: Narrative

Whole-Class Warm-Up activity

Conventions Focus

What to Do

Sentence Study

Your Students Will

paragraph aloud.

choppy sentences.

• look for grammar and usage errors

writing. (Most likely, they will feel it
needs work.) Discuss ways to improve the
paragraph, based on what they’ve learned
about capturing smooth and rhythmic flow.

• examine their own writing for
grammar problems.

FPO

• Have students go to Warm-Up 15 in the

Student Handbook and encourage them to
revise the paragraph so that it’s pleasing to
listen to.

You Will

• assess students’ revised

Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow
section in Scoring Guide: Sentence
Fluency. Sort assessed papers into
three piles: high, middle, and beginning.
(See pages 40–41 in the Traits Writing
Implementation Guide for detailed
guidelines.)

Materials you’ll Need

As you’ll see in this walk-through of a week’s worth of instruction, Traits Writing
provides abundant opportunities to work with the whole class, small groups, and
individual students. It also contains opportunities for students to work with their
classmates and on their own, ensuring a stimulating, supportive learning environment.
Each key quality is covered over a five-day period and instruction is based on a
40-minute daily writing block. If you don’t have that much time, you’ll find alternate
schedules in the Traits Writing Implementation Guide.

• Warm-Up 15 (

2

ORGANIZATION

3
Day

• try Warm-Up 15 again if they

demonstrate no understanding of
capturing smooth and
rhythmic flow.
if they demonstrate partial
understanding.

• extend their warm-up papers if they
demonstrate full understanding.

• preview Gary Soto, the author of
Day 4’s mentor text.

WORD CHOICE

• Week-at-a-Glance Overview

Traitspace;

Student Handbook, p. 161)

Key Qualities

Flowing
Sentences

Writing Folder
application
Pinpointing
a Piece

Independent
Writing
Narrative
Unit Project

Capturing
Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow

3

4

Pages 252–253

Differentiated
Small Groups
Group a (beginning)
Group B (middle)

Pages 254–255

1

Day

Partner
Grammar and
Usage Check

Group C (high)

Whole-Class
Reflection

Conventions
Focus
Applying
Grammar
and Usage

the choppiness and repetitive sentence structure.

I was afraid of the dark when I was little. I jumped at every sound. I hid
under the covers. I hid in the closet too. I waited for morning.

good rhythm? Did the sentences flow? Have students apply what
they know about sentence fluency to critiquing the paragraph: All
the sentences are statements of the same length that begin with
the same word. No wonder they lack smooth and rhythmic flow!

• Work together to revise the paragraph. Say something like: Let’s

get to work on the sentences, beginning with the first one. You know
about sentence types and good openings. Now let’s put those two
elements together and try for a better beginning. Write on the
board a revised opening sentence, such as: “Were you afraid of the
dark when you were little? I sure was!”

(

Traitspace)

• Next, talk about details students might add to show how scared
the writer was. For example, her heart thumped; she got a light,
but it didn’t help. Pair students and have them write a new first
sentence and ideas for details on the Write-On Sheet.

Handbook, p. 162)

Writing Folder
application

• Introductory Lesson on the Key Quality
• Writing Folder Activities
• Independent Writing

Do you remember being afraid of the dark when you were little? I do. Just
thinking about it makes me nervous still. Every single noise, from car horns
to rattling windows, made me jump. My heart pounded—thump, thump,
thump. A nightlight didn’t help. It cast looming shadows that scared me! I
usually cowered under the covers, but sometimes I nestled in the closet. My
mom would find me and say, ”What in the world...?” I just grinned at her,
happy it was morning. Then she would hug me.

3

Day

FPO

Then project Revised Warm-Up 15 and discuss what makes it
strong.

Student Handbook, p. 162

2. Ensure they’ve written in the
Focus on Grammar and Usage
section of the Student
Handbook two sentences that
correctly use pronouns.

students pick two different techniques
shown in the mentor text and try
writing sentences like them on a topic
of their choosing on the Write-On
Sheet. Then invite them to use the
ideas to draft a paragraph about a
childhood fear they have outgrown.

as you continue revising sentence lengths, beginnings, and types.
Record the revision on the board and read it aloud for fluency.
Possible revision:

Professional Development
Find video of lessons and
activities like these on PD Live.
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4
Day

Sentence Fluency
Mentor Text Lesson

• Read aloud If the Shoe Fits. Tell students to listen for smooth and
rhythmic flow of the sentences as you read.

• After reading, ask students for their
reactions to the story. Ask: Was the
story pleasing to listen to? Why?

• listen to you read If the Shoe Fits.
• watch an interview with its author,

• Have students open to Listen to the

Flow in the Student Handbook. Read
aloud the directions for Part 1 as
students follow along. Then reread
pages 2–5 of the book. As students
listen, have them work with a partner
to answer the Yes/No questions.

Gary Soto.

• explore how sentences flow

• Mentor Text Lesson
• Writing Folder Application
• Independent Writing

smoothly and rhythmically through
the story.

4

• apply what they learn to their

Student Handbook, p. 165
lines on an overhead. Ask students to
point out particularly good sentences.
Talk about what makes sentences sound smooth or what kind
of rhythm is pleasing to hear. Ask a volunteer to come up to the
board, count the words in what look to be the longest and the
shortest sentences, and jot down the totals. Then have a volunteer
underline the first three words in each sentence. Discuss with the
class how the different sentence lengths and beginnings make the
writing sound smooth and rhythmic.

Materials you’ll Need

Traitspace;
Fluency (
Student Handbook, p. 158)

• Listen to the Flow (Student
Handbook, p. 165)

• video clip of Gary Soto
(

Traitspace)

Your Students Will

• learn about the week’s key quality,
Capturing Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow.

• compare two benchmark papers by
third graders.

• discuss different techniques for
capturing smooth and
rhythmic flow.

• work together to create a piece
of writing that has smooth and
rhythmic flow.

• pinpoint a piece from their writing
folder to revise for the key quality.

• work independently on their
narrative unit projects.

Materials you’ll Need

• Student-Friendly Scoring Guide:

Traitspace;
Sentence Fluency (
Student Handbook, p. 238)

• Benchmark Papers SF: Flow
(

Traitspace)

• Tricky Twisties ( Traitspace;
Student Handbook, p. 160)
• students’ writing folders
• students’ narrative
unit projects

248 Unit 6 • Week 3

Introduction to Capturing
Smooth and Rhythmic Flow

Focus Lesson

Student-Friendly Scoring
Guide: Sentence Fluency

Introduce

Project Student-Friendly Scoring Guide:
Sentence Fluency as students refer to it in the
Student Handbook. Read aloud the descriptor
for the Expert level. Ask students to share
their thoughts. Direct them to the third point:
“When I read my piece aloud, it is pleasing to
my ear.” Ask: Why is that point in particular
essential to creating a strong piece of writing?

Benchmark Papers

Sentence Fluency
The way the text looks and sounds as it flows through your piece

6

EXPERT
My piece is strong because I’ve written a variety of well-built sentences. I’ve woven
those sentences together to create a smooth-sounding piece.

• I’ve constructed and connected my sentences for maximum impact.
• I’ve varied my sentence lengths and types—short and long, simple and complex.
• When I read my piece aloud, it is pleasing to my ear.
• I’ve broken grammar rules intentionally at points to create impact and interest.

5

WELL DONE

4

ALMOST THERE

FPO

Although my sentences lack variety or creativity, most of them are grammatically
correct. Some of them are smooth, while others are choppy and awkward.

• I’ve written solid shorter sentences. Now I need to try some longer ones.
• I’ve created different kinds of sentences but the result is uneven.
• When I read my piece aloud, I stumble in a few places.
• Any sentences that break grammar rules are accidental and don’t work well.

3

MAKING STRIDES

2

ON MY WAY
My sentences are choppy, incomplete, or rambling. I need to revise my piece
extensively to make it more readable.

• Many of my sentences don’t work because they’re poorly constructed.
• I’ve used the same sentence lengths and types over and over again.
• When I read my piece aloud, I stumble in many places.
• If I’ve broken grammar rules, it’s not for stylistic reasons. It’s because I may not
understand those rules.

1

GETTING STARTED

238 Student-Friendly Scoring Guides

Student Handbook, p. 238

Project the benchmark papers, read them aloud, and invite
comments. Lead students to understand that the fundamental
difference between the two pieces is in how well the sentences flow
from one to the next, especially when the pieces are read aloud.

Bud and the Paper Airplane

The Eagle

There was a boy. His name was Bud.
One Saturday morning Bud said I’m
bored. I want to do something new. Bud
thought and thought. Then Bud said I
know. I’ll make a paper airplane. Bud
mad a paper airplane. But threw the
paper airplane. It flew. Bud didn’t like
how far it went. I want this to go far
Bud said. Bud thought and thought. I
got it Bud said. I’ll put a glide on to
of it. Bud did. Bud went outside. Bud
threw it. It still didn’t go far. I got it
Bud said. I’ll put a motor on it. Bud put
a motor on the paper airplane. It was
time for bed. I’ll play with it tomorrow
Bud said. Bud got up the next morning.
Bud got his airplane. He went outside.
Bud wound the motor up for a long
time. Bud threw the paper airplane very
very very hard. The paper airplane went

One bright, sunny day I took a walk
in the woods. The air was clean and
fresh and the sounds were dainty and
joyful. All at once where was this bright,
white light! I stumbled back, confused,
and fell in a daze. Suddenly the light
stopped and a little man, about 15
inches high, rushed out. He held a 5
inch wand and wore a black cloak. In a
few seconds he disappeared. “Humph!”
I said, and walked off. Suddenly I
noticed that I kept hopping off the
ground! That little man had changed me
into an eagle!
How could I go home like this? I soon
picked up flying and madly flew back
to the woods. I figured I could find
him and force him to change me back.
I soon got tired and tried to sleep on
my own wing. Unfortunately, an eagle

A third grader’s piece without
smooth and rhythmic flow

A third grader’s piece with
smooth and rhythmic flow

Remind students that they already know
several ways to make their sentences flow—
by varying sentence lengths, beginnings,
and types. Now they’re going to learn
another way to give sentences flow and
rhythm. Project Tricky Twisties in the
Student Handbook and read the woodchuck
tongue twister aloud. Then ask: Was the
tongue twister fun to listen to? Why? Have
students read it chorally. Start slowly until
they capture the cadence, then speed up.

Day

Writing Folder
Application

Pinpointing a Piece

Flowing Sentences

Student-Friendly Scoring Guide

5

ORGANIZATION

Synopsis

Rigo lives with his parents, three brothers, a sister, and Uncle Celso.
He doesn’t mind the amount of noise or number of family members
in the house, but he does mind always having to wear hand-me-down
clothes. For his ninth birthday, Rigo gets a brand-new pair of penny
loafers. He wears them proudly until a bigger boy makes fun of his
shoes and takes the nickels that Rigo has inserted into them. Rigo
throws the shoes into the closet and doesn’t think of them again.
Months later, when he puts the treasured shoes back on, he finds they
are too small. He gives the shoes to his uncle who is delighted because
they fit perfectly. Rigo realizes that hand-me-downs may not be so
bad after all.

FPO

Student Handbook, p. 160

Have students review pieces in
their writing folders and choose
one that would benefit from being
revised based on what was taught
in the lesson. Say: Pick a piece from
your writing folder that could use
a smoother, more rhythmic flow. If
students have trouble deciding,
have them read the piece aloud to
a classmate for a second opinion.
Then have them mark the paper
for revision and return it to their
writing folder to work on later
in the week.

VOICE

Your Students Will

• finish their narrative unit projects
while you confer with them
individually.

• exchange a grammar and usage

• Say something like: Tongue twisters are fun to read and listen to!

Let’s figure out why. First talk about the carefully chosen words.
Ask: What makes phrases like “woodchuck would” special? Point
out that alliteration, repeated beginning sounds, not only makes
the sentences sparkle, but also makes them tricky to read.
in each sentence and record the totals on the chart in the Student
Handbook. (13, 24, 3) Have students sum up what they found.
(Sentences are of different lengths.)

WORD CHOICE

• Challenge students to figure out what makes the second sentence
so long. Point out the conjunction and. Explain that two shorter
sentences were combined with and to make one long sentence.

• Have students continue filling in the chart by identifying

the types of sentences that were used in the tongue twister.
(statement, question, command, exclamation)

• Then ask students to underline the first three words in each

sentence. What do they find? (All the beginnings are different.)

The Stop and Chat
for students who have a quick question or straightforward problem
A Comment to Consider
Read aloud one or two of your favorite sentences. Great. Now, find one
you aren’t sure is as strong. Let’s work on it to make it flow more evenly
and add to the overall rhythm of your piece.

• Have students summarize what gave the tongue twister sentence
fluency and made it pleasing to hear.

• Invite students to work with a partner or in groups of three to

write tongue twisters of their own. When they’re finished, have
the groups participate in a Tongue Twister Tournament.

Wrap Up

• students’ narrative unit projects
• Narrative Publishing Checklist

Independent Writing
Narrative Unit Project
Have students continue
working on their narrative unit
project. Circulate and confer with
students about how they can
improve their projects by paying
special attention to Capturing
Smooth and Rhythmic Flow, as
well as to other key qualities
they’ve been learning about.

Review with students ways they know to make writing smooth and
rhythmic. Remind them to use the techniques in their own writing.

(Student Handbook, p. 166)

• Teacher Contact Record

Traitspace; Teaching
(
Guide, p. 361)

NCE FLUENCY
SENTE

• Focus on Grammar and Usage
(Student Handbook, p. 164)

The Stop and Stay
for students who need a lot of help
A Comment to Consider
Let me read a couple of your sentences aloud and you tell me, from 1
(low) to 10 (high), how fluent they are. How pleasing do they sound
when read aloud? Sentences are fixable. Let me help you make this one
longer and turn another one into a question. That variety will help
your fluency.

Whole-Class Reflection

Sentence Fluency: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow 249

Partner Grammar and
Usage Check

PRESENTATION

scholastic.com/traitswriting

Pair students. Ask them to swap
Student Handbooks and turn
to page 164. Have them check
each other’s sentences to make
sure they have used pronouns
correctly. (See page 52 in the Traits
Writing Implementation Guide for
detailed guidelines.)

256 Unit 6 • Week 3

IDEAS

students call out the sentence type (statement, exclamation, or
question). Point out that using different sentence types is another
way Soto makes the writing sound smooth and rhythmic.

• Tell students that Gary Soto has said, “To me the finest praise is

when a reader says, ‘I can see your stories’.” Project page 15 and
ask: Which passages help you “see the story”? Have students call
out passages for you to circle on the board, such as grunted, cram,
pain stabbed, torture shoes, yanking. Ask students how strong
details and specific words contribute to the flow of the writing.

• Read aloud the directions in Part 2 of Listen to the Flow. Have

students write a paragraph about a magic pair of shoes, boots, or
sneakers, using what they learned to make their sentences flow
and have rhythm that is pleasing to the ear.

Wrap Up

Discuss what students learned about capturing smooth and rhythmic
flow by reading If the Shoe Fits. Have them share how studying the
book might affect their use of sentence fluency in their own writing.

Independent Writing
Narrative Unit Project
Have students continue working
on their narrative unit projects.
Circulate and confer about how
students can improve their projects
by paying attention to sentence
flow, and to the writing process and
traits from Units 1 through 5.
Tip: To eliminate pencil-sharpening
breaks during independent writing,
label two cans “Sharp” and “Dull.”
Keep the “Sharp” can filled with
sharpened pencils. When a student’s
pencil gets dull, he or she puts it in
the “Dull” can and grabs a fresh,
sharp one from the “Sharp” can.
(Add pencil sharpener to the class
jobs list.)

Sentence Fluency: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow 255

Have students finish working on their narrative unit project, using
the Narrative Publishing Checklist in the Student Handbook.
Circulate and carry out one of the following types of conferences,
based on what you observe. Be sure to note in the Teacher Contact
Record the students with whom you meet.

Materials you’ll Need

• Examine the sentence lengths. Ask students to count the words

• Reread page 20 aloud. After each sentence, pause briefly and have

One-on-One Conferences

The Quick Stop
for students who are working well and don’t have questions
A Comment to Consider
Read your first three sentences to me. What makes them smooth and
fluent? You’ve crafted these sentences so carefully that I could hear the
natural sound and tempo. Did you read them aloud as you wrote them?

about capturing smooth
and rhythmic flow.

that they are continuing their work on capturing smooth and
rhythmic flow. Say something like: Today we’re going to see how
Gary Soto makes his writing flow.

254 Unit 6 • Week 3

• reflect on what they’ve learned

check with a partner.

Explore

• Project Key Qualities: Sentence Fluency and remind students

Sentence Fluency

FPO

Writing Folder
Application

Improving the Piece
Ask students to work on the piece
they selected from their writing
folder on Day 1, focusing on
capturing smooth and rhythmic flow
and revising the piece accordingly.
Encourage them to use a separate
sheet of paper if they need more
space or if they mark up their
piece heavily. Then have them
return the piece to their
writing folder.

• Reread page 2 aloud, and/or copy the

own writing.

• copy of If the Shoe Fits
• Key Qualities: Sentence

Key Quality: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow
Focus Mode: Narrative

Explore

thoughts about writing.

1

Student Handbook, p. 164

pronouns and say the correct words to write on the projection.

Student Handbook, p. 163

• Show the video clip of Gary Soto and then briefly discuss his

Key Quality: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow
Focus Mode: Narrative

them to revise—but its nouns and pronouns are not used well.

• Have student pairs identify and call out the places with misused

• Differentiated Small Groups

Introduce

Sentence Fluency

• Tell students this is a strong revision of the piece you just asked

FPO

Were you afraid of the dark when you were little? I was! Every noise
made me jump and my heart would thump. My mom and dad got me a
nightlight, but it didn’t help. The shadows scared me. I burrowed under the
covers or in the closet until it was morning. I was so happy to see daylight.

Day

IDEAS

FPO

• When you’ve finished talking, have

Independent
Writing

247

Do you remember being afraid of the dark when you were little? I do. Just
thinking about makes me nervous still. Every single noise, from car horns to
rattling windows, made myself jump. My heart pounded—thump, thump,
thump. A nightlight didn’t help. They cast looming shadows that scared me!
I usually cowered under the covers, but sometimes I nestled in the closet. My
mom would find me and my mom would say, “What in the world...?” I just
grinned at them, happy it was morning. Then my mom would hug me.

Sentence Fluency: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow 251

• Return the warm-up papers and discuss what makes them strong.

unit projects

Day

352 Trait Scoring Guides

Have students select from their writing folder a piece with pronouns
and check them for correct use. If unsure, they can ask a classmate.

and jot down in the margins ideas for changes in the sentences
and for adding details. Then have students revise a passage from
their paragraph on the Write-On Sheet in the Student Handbook.

• students’ writing folders
• students’ narrative

Narrative
Unit Project

• Project Revised Warm-Up 15 With Errors and read it aloud.

D. Breaking the “Rules” to Create Fluency: The writer offers few or no simple, wellbuilt sentences, making it impossible to determine whether he or she has done
anything out of the ordinary. Global revision is necessary before sentences can be
revised for stylistic and creative purposes.

1. Find a partner, and fill out the
Preview: Gary Soto worksheet
in the Student Handbook in
preparation for Day 4’s mentor
text lesson.

• Hand back their warm-up papers. Ask students to reread them

Improving
the Piece

Sentence Fluency: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow

6

in which the sentences flow and how the sentence construction
varies. Refer students to the Think About questions in the
Student Handbook, and ask them to answer each question as it
applies to Group A’s revision. Discuss the wise moves Group A
made.

• Bring the group together and incorporate students’ suggestions

PRESENTATION

One-on-One
Conferences

If the Shoe Fits
by Gary Soto

Paragraph Study

B. Varying Sentence Types: The writer uses a single, repetitive sentence pattern
throughout or connects sentence parts with an endless string of transition words,
such as and, but, or, because, and so on, which distracts the reader.
C. Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow: The writer has created a text that is
a challenge to read aloud since the sentences are incomplete, choppy, stilted,
rambling, and/or awkward.

Students’ Own Work

If the Shoe Fits by Gary Soto

Page 256

Mentor Text
Lesson

D. Breaking the “Rules” to Create Fluency: The writer includes fragments, but they
seem more accidental than intentional. He or she uses informal words, such as
well, and, or but, inappropriately to start sentences, and pays little attention to
making dialogue sound authentic.
A. Crafting Well-Built Sentences: The writer’s sentences, even simple ones, are often
flawed. Sentence beginnings are repetitive and uninspired.

Students should do one of the
following activities.

• Project the paragraph that Group A created, pointing out ways

CONVENTIONS

Day

the Student Handbook two new sentences using pronouns, one
sentence with a singular pronoun and one with a plural pronoun.

B. Varying Sentence Types: The writer exhibits basic sentence sense and offers some
sentence variety. He or she attempts to use different types of sentences, but in
doing so creates an uneven flow rather than a smooth, seamless one.

When Students are Not in
Groups ...

Group B (middle)

252 Unit 6 • Week 3

5

Day

Rudimentary

To emphasize that sentence fluency is the auditory trait, read aloud
poems in English that have a clear flow and rhythm. Then have
students read poems in their primary language. Tell students to listen
for how the words and phrases sound when read aloud. Then give
them several simple, smooth-sounding English sentences and ask
them to read the sentences with the same fluent sound.

Your Students Will

Day

C. Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow: The writer has produced a text that is
uneven. Many sentences read smoothly, whereas others are choppy or awkward.

Developing
Emerging

1

• Invite students to write in the Focus on Grammar and Usage in

FPO

Refining

3
2

all the subject pronouns in their
chosen piece of writing from the
Day 1 Writing Folder Application.
Tell students that pronouns can
be overused, too. Suggest that
students check to be sure that
not all their sentences start with I
or another pronoun.

Key Quality: Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow
Focus Mode: Narrative

Group C (high)

• Project Warm-Up 15 from Day 2 and read it aloud, exaggerating

Find additional resources on
the Interactive WriteBoard.

HIGH

Focus Lesson

Pages 250–251

Whole-Class
Warm-Up
activity

5. Start with Group A (beginning).

Whiteboard Connection

MIDDLE

Pages 248–249

Introduction
to Capturing
Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow

2

4. Explain the two independent activities they are expected to do
when they are not working with you. (See next page.)

Group a (beginning)

Handbook, p. 163)

NCE FLUENCY
SENTE

LOW

1

3. Post a three-column list of names. Have students get into groups.

• Preview: Gary Soto (Student

F

Day

2. Tell them you looked at their warm-up papers and, based on what
you found, have created three groups for today’s work.

• Revised Warm-Up 15
• Focus on Grammar and Usage

Week at a Glance
Day

Differentiated Small Groups

• Write-On Sheet (Student

Crafting Well-Built Sentences

Breaking the “Rules” to
Create Fluency

Sentence Fluency

Materials you’ll Need

(Student Handbook, p. 164)

Varying Sentence Types

Traitspace; Teaching
(
Guide, p. 352)

• Ask: Did the paragraph sound pleasing when I read it? Did it have

• Warm-Up 15 (

Focus Mode: Narrative

Capturing Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow

4

D. Breaking the “Rules” to Create Fluency: The writer diverges from standard
English to create interest and impact. For example, he or she may use a sentence
fragment, such as “All alone in the forest,” or a single word, such as “Bam!” to
accent a particular moment or action. He or she might begin with informal words
such as well, and, or but to create a conversational tone, or he or she might break
rules intentionally to make dialogue sound authentic.

Reaching English Language Learners

(Student Handbook, p. 164)

pronouns for the week.

luent writing is graceful, varied, and
rhythmic. It’s easy to read aloud because
each sentence seems to flow out of the one
before it. To achieve this flow, writers must
balance sentence types and lengths, use
varying language patterns, and link ideas
with apt sequence and transition words.

B. Varying Sentence Types: The writer uses various types of sentences (simple,
compound, and/or complex) to enhance the central theme or story line. The piece
is made up of an effective mix of long, complex sentences and short, simple ones.
C. Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow: The writer thinks about how the sentences
sound. He or she uses phrasing that is almost musical. If the piece were read aloud,
it would be easy on the ear.

A. Crafting Well-Built Sentences: The writer offers simple sentences that are sound,
but no long, complex ones. He or she attempts to vary the beginnings and lengths
of sentences.

differentiated groups for the next session.

• Scoring Guide: Sentence Fluency

• complete their sentences with

Sentence
Fluency

A. Crafting Well-Built Sentences: The writer carefully and creatively constructs
sentences for maximum impact. Transition words such as but, and, and so are
used successfully to join sentences and sentence parts.

Traitspace)

• Focus on Grammar and Usage

1. Remind students of the week’s key quality, Capturing Smooth and
Rhythmic Flow.

• improve their warm-up papers

OPENER

Strong

250 Unit 6 • Week 3

VOICE

Unit 6 • Week 3

Exceptional

5

Teaching Guide, p. 352

• Use the results to create three

• Whole-Class Warm-Up Activity
• Focus on Conventions
• Assessment and Grouping
(

Day

IDEAS

Your Students Will

Sample from Grade 3

Traitspace;

Student Handbook, p. 161)

• Revised Warm-Up 15 With Errors

Plural Pronouns
we, you, they

• Have students circle or highlight

one or more nouns in a sentence.) The pronouns I, you, she, he,
it take the place of singular nouns. We, you, they take the place
of plurals or more than one noun. Using pronouns is one way to
avoid repetition, an impediment to writing fluently.

Scoring Guide: Sentence Fluency
The way the words and phrases flow through the piece. It is the auditory trait
because it’s “read” with the ear as much as the eye.

6

HIGH

check their work by asking themselves the
questions in the Think About box.

• When they finish, collect their handbooks.
• After class, assess the papers, using the

MIDDLE

Overview of a Core Week

groups for Day 3, based on
assessment results.

Singular Pronouns
I, you, he, she, it

• Ask students, What’s my rule? (A pronoun can take the place of

• As students are drafting, be sure they

• create differentiated small

PRESENTATION

Student Handbook, p. 161

LOW

paragraphs using Scoring Guide:
Sentence Fluency.

of singular and plural pronouns
to keep as a reference in their
writing folder. For example:

This has it.
Carlos wrote a story. He wrote about dogs.
This doesn’t have it.
Karen read a story. Karen read a story about horses.
This has it.
Jim and Jake have a dog. They walk the dog every day.
This doesn’t have it.
Kim and Tina love sports. Kim and Tina play soccer.

• Ask students what they think of the

in a sample passage.

• Have students jot down the list

• Play Guess the Rule with students. On the board, write:

• Project Warm-Up 15 and read the

• revise a paragraph that has

Tips for Teaching
Grammar and Usage

Applying Grammar and Usage

Capturing Smooth and Rhythmic Flow

CONVENTIONS

Gather the students together. Have them share with their classmates
what they’ve learned, focusing on the central question: How have I
become a better writer as a result of this week’s work? Chart ideas
that can be applied to future work.

5

Day

• One-on-One Conferences
• Partner Conventions Check
• Whole-Class Reflection on the
Key Quality
7

NCE FLUENCY
S EN T E

Program Components

To Order Now, call 1-800-387-1437
or visit
scholastic.com/traitswriting today!

CONVENTIONS

PRESENTATION

Ruth Culham’s Traits Writing program is made up of print and web-based
resources to help you teach writing more efficiently and effectively.

Comments Book: Contains 100
”just-right” comments, correlated
to the trait scoring guides. Write the
comments on papers or use them
in one-on-one conferences, small
groups, and whole class lessons to
inspire students!

IDEAS

Implementation Guide: Explains the
instructional model, the research behind it, and
ideas for scheduling instruction and managing
the classroom. It provides detailed guidelines
for assessing writing using the trait scoring
guides, converting scores to grades, keeping
records, and reporting progress to parents.

ORGANIZATION

(1 copy per grade)
VOICE

(1 copy per grade)
WORD CHOICE

NCE FLUENCY
SENTE

Teaching Guide: Contains focus
lessons, mentor text lessons, activities,
differentiated [small-group] activities,
tips for managing independent writing,
and much more.
(1 copy per grade)

CONVENTIONS

PRESENTATION

IDEAS

ORGANIZATION

Student Handbook: Includes
definitions of the traits and key
qualities, worksheets, write-on pages,
warm-up activities, “Think Abouts,”
author previews, graphic organizers,
tip sheets, publishing checklists, and
other tools that support instruction.
(25 copies per grade)

VOICE

26 Mentor Texts: A collection of fiction and nonfiction
books and “everyday texts” serve as models for teaching
the key qualities of the Traits. Books and Everyday Texts
align to a lesson in the Teaching Guide and most are
accompanied by a video of the writer who created it.
(26 mentor texts per grade)

WORD CHOICE

NCE FLUENCY
SENTE

PRESENTATION

8

Music CD with lively, trait-specific songs to share with
your students—two songs for each trait, a vocal version
and an instrumental version—with lyrics included in the
Student Handbook and on Traitspace.
(Grades K–2)
9

IDEAS

NCE FLUENCY
S EN T E

Program Components
CONVENTIONS

PRESENTATION

Web Resources: Every program comes
with access to Traitspace™, a password
protected, easy-to-navigate website that
includes:
• Video interviews with authors of
Mentors Texts
• Student materials including warm-up
activities, worksheets, “Think Abouts”,
checklists and graphic organizers!
• Benchmark Papers & Assessment Tools
• Record Keeping Forms and much more!

25 Writing Folders: that provide a place for
students to stash works in progress. Pockets inside
prevent papers from sliding out and the Editing
Marks chart on the back provides a handy reference.

IDEAS

(Grades 3–8)
ORGANIZATION

VOICE

WORD CHOICE
Benchmark Papers
Persuasive Mode

Date

Name

Warm-Up 14

Talk About a Topic

Benchmark Papers

Trait Savvy

Great Wolf Lodge

2. Circle the sentences with a grammar or usage error. Underline the error.
A Please pack lots of juice and sandwiches for the picnic.
B There will be many familys in the park this weekend.

TM ® & © Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved.

TM ® & © Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved.

TM ® & © Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved.

C Maybe the gooses flying south will stop at the lake again.
D Last year the children fed them pieces of bread.

3. Circle the sentences with spelling errors. Underline any misspelled words.
A Sometimes I go hiking in the mountains with my grandparents.
B It’s inportent for everyone to get plenty of exercise.
C My dog offen comes along just for fun.

D We always hike during the day, when it’s easy to see the trail.

4. Circle the sentences with a capitalization error. Underline the error.
A My best friend is teaching me to speak korean.
B Her dad, dr. Song, says you really have to practice.
C My family will take us to see the Washington Monument.

One time my mom and dad took me to Disneyworld
and it was so much fun because my brothers and sisters
and I got to ride all the rides we wanted and stay up
really late and do lots of great things like eat foods we
don’t get at home and look at all the games and toys in
the store even though my parents didn’t let us buy any
toys we had fun looking and we were really so tired at
the end of the day that we didn’t miss having new toys
because we hadBenchmark
done so many funPapers
things all day long and
Ending
With a Sense
had waited for Organization:
so long to get to go
to Disneyworld
that of
weResolution
felt lucky just to be there because a lot of kids can’t go
and we got to go and it was really one of the best times
The Toy I Want
of my whole life since it was warm and sunny there and
I wish
you’d
me and
the marshmallow
popper I’ve
back at home it was
cold
and get
snowy
I wanted to call
for my
expensive
and it’s a lot
all my friendsasked
and tell
thembirthday.
that we It’s
werenot
having
so much
of fun. You hardly have to do anything to make it into
fun but I didn’t want them to feel bad so I didn’t call
the best toy ever. All you have to do is buy some small
but I sent them
all pictures (the
on my
dad’sones
cell are
phone
andand load them
marshmallows
generic
best),
that was a good
my friends
to know
intoway
the for
popper.
Then, when
yourI was
littlehaving
brother or sister
fun and whenisn’t
I getlooking,
home they
how and
it was
and it hits them.
you can
pull ask
the me
trigger
“pop”
I’ll be able toYou
tellbetter
them about
my favorite
thesee you and try
duck though
or elserides
theyand
might
people and alltothe
there
was to do there and
takecool
thestuff
popper
away.
how awesome it is
at Disneyworld
try towant it. Thank
Please,
please buyand
methey
this should
toy. I really
go sometime you.
because it’s really a happy place.
Grade 3 • Reality Check 5

D We would also like to visit the white house.

5. Circle the sentences with a grammar or usage error. Underline the error.

Grade 3 • Unit 5 • Week 1

Sentence Fluency: Varying Sentence Types

A Kids love to ride the horses and ponys at Apple Gate Farm.
B There is a petting zoo with lots of bunnys, too.
C You can feed the goats, but don’t let them step on your feet!
D Men and womans sell hot apple tarts and cider.

Grade 3 • Unit 6 • Week 2

Student Handbook: page Grade
153
3 • Reality Check 3
Grade 3 • Unit 5 • Week 2

Test Preparation: Practice Questions

Student Handbook: page 126

Grade 3 • Unit 8 • Week 3

Practicing the piano is not one bit fun. I have to
practice every day, and even though I beg my mom to let
me stop playing the piano, she says I have to keep at it.
“Duane, you will be happy some day that I made you stick
with this. I wish my parents had made me. I stopped
playing the clarinet when I was younger and I always been
sorry.”
Here’s the thing. That’s her choice, not mine. I don’t
want to play the piano. Okay, sometimes it’s pretty
cool to play a song when a friend is visiting or when my
grandparents come over. I can actually play pretty well
now, but I really hate practicing. I think my mom ought
to let me choose. I’ve been playing the piano for 4 years,
since before kindergarten! I have enough experience to
make up my own mind now.
Can We Please Have a Robot?
I don’t want to hurt my mom’s feelings but I wish she
would
just take up the clarinet again and leave me and the
Can we please have a robot in the class? I would
teach
pianotoalone.
it how to do amazing things like know all the answers
math problems and lots of other things. You know how we
are always talking out in class? I would not teach it to
do that. Everyone can help to make it, so we won’t fight
over it.

I wish I didn’t have to do so many chores. I asked my
mom why I have to do chores and she said that everyone
in the family has to do them. I don’t agree. I’m a kid and
I shouldn’t have to do so much work. Kids should have
more time to play. When I get older, I can do more work.
I think my parents should let me do what I want and not
have to do all the bad stuff like recycling.

Disneyworld

Hey! Do you hear that? That’s the sound of people
laughing and splashing in warm water. I know because I’m
at Great Wolf Lodge. Why is this my favorite place, you
ask? It’s a water park, that’s why! I can see the huge
water slides and friends splashing people in the blue pool.
I can taste the salty water as I dive into the warm water.
Splash! My friends call out to me, “Slide! Slide! Slide!”
as I climb the steps to the giant water slide. Up I climb.
I carefully sit on the slide and push off. Swiftly, I am
taken down the slippery slide. Sprays of saltwater creep
up my nose when I crash into the pool below. Off to the
right, lifeguards blow their whistles at those who aren’t
following the pool safety rules. All my senses are alert at
my favorite place on earth.

errors occur.
A The library will be closed on Thurs for Thanksgiving.
B My favorite month is Dec because of all the holidays.
C This year we will have a party with Ms. Smith’s class.
D My band teacher, Mr Gomez, asked me to be in the July 4th parade.

Piano

Chores

Sentence Fluency: Varying Sentence Types

Practice Questions
1. Circle the sentences that contain punctuation errors. Underline where the

I made a checklist of what we need for making the
robots.
• Square metal body
• Square metal head
• Plastic hands
• Metal arms that bend
• Metal feet
• Rectangle feet
As you can see I have already done a lot of research
about what we need. I think this research proves how
much smarter the robots have already made me. All you
have to do is get the supplies and the class and I will do
all the work.
Your robot building student,
Toby

NCE FLUENCY
SENTE

Persuasive Mode

CONVENTIONS

Grade 3 • Unit 7 • Week 2

Student Materials such as worksheets,
warm-up activities, Think Abouts,
checklists, graphic organizers, tip sheets,
and other tools that support instruction
in the Teaching Guide. Print out materials
for distribution to individual students or
project them on a whiteboard for use in
whole-class lessons.

Organization: Ending With a Sense of Resolution

Benchmark Papers—a pair of student-written
papers, one high, one low, for each key quality.
Traitspace™ also contains high and low
benchmark papers for each mode of writing
(expository, narrative, and persuasive).

PRESENTATION

IDEAS

ORGANIZATION
Scoring Guide: Sentence Fluency
The way the words and phrases flow through the piece. It is the auditory trait

because it’s “read” Voice
Guide: with the ear as much as the eye.
Scoring
Scoring Guide: Word Choice

which is
of the writer,
stamp Sentences:
personal
A. Crafting
Well-Built
The writer carefully and creatively constructs
The tone and tenor of the piece—the
audience.
Exceptional
andimpact.
purpose
sentencesoffor
maximum
words such
aswriter
but, and,
so are
achieved through a strong understanding
TheTransition
specific vocabulary
the
usesand
to convey
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grade-appropriate posters, one for
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resources for keeping track of students
when conferencing and for documenting
scores on projects for the whole class
and individual students.
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The Traits and the
Common Core State Standards
The lessons and activities in Traits Writing meet specific state writing
standards as well as those recommended by the Common Core State
Standards Initiative. These Standards are divided into the following
categories:
1. Text Types and Purposes standards:
These standards concentrate on the modes
of writing (expository, narrative, and
persuasive). At least two units each year in
the traits program focus on each mode (e.g,
Units 2, 5, and 8 focus on expository; units
3 and 6 focus on narrative; and units 4 and
7 focus on persuasive).

3. Research to Build Writing standards:
These standards focus on writing to learn.
Throughout the traits program, students
write to demonstrate learning (using
information collected from multiple
sources) and to express opinions and
ideas about texts read (supporting with
textual evidence).
4. Range of Writing standard: This
standard focuses on short- and long-term
writing projects. Each week students write
smaller pieces as well as work on their modespecific unit project, thereby meeting this
key writing standard.
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The Traits and the
NAEP Standards

To Order Now, call 1-800-387-1437
or visit
scholastic.com/traitswriting today!

Traits Writing is also aligned to the following NAEP Writing
Assessment Framework and its three primary purposes for writing—
narrative, informative, and persuasive:
• Students should write for a variety of purposes (narrative, informative,
and persuasive).
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• Students should write on a variety of tasks and for many different audiences.
• Students should write from a variety of stimulus materials and within various
time constraints.
• Students should generate, draft, revise, and edit ideas and forms of expression
in their writing.
• Students should display effective choices in the organization of their writing.
They should include detail to illustrate and elaborate their ideas and use
appropriate conventions of written English.
• Students should value writing as a communicative activity.
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2. Production and Distribution of
Writing standards: These standards
focus on revising (traits: ideas,
organization, word choice, voice,
sentence fluency), editing (trait:
conventions) and publication of work
using technology (trait: presentation).
All seven traits are covered within these
standards.
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and for the downloadable
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